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Tools to get you from 
aim to evidence, fast
Life QI o�ers a suite of time-saving improvement 

tools to help you create the perfect improvement 

project. Driver Diagrams, PDSA Cycles and SPC 

Charts are just a few of the features that will 

remove the need for multiple applications.

Real-time sharing and 
collaboration
Bring your team’s expertise together, remove 

communication barriers and turn great ideas into 

meaningful improvement work. Stay up to date with 

real-time access to all project data and collaborate 

using project chat and tasks.

Report with ease
Reporting can often be a time consuming and 

cumbersome task. Life QI removes the bulk of the 

work using simple report templates that amalgamate 

all of your project work into a PDF, ready to be 

emailed to colleagues.
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Where tools, people and data come together 
to make improvement happen

Tools

Driver Diagrams

Change Ideas

PDSA Cycles

SPC Charts

People

Groups & Teams

Discussions

Programmes

Collaboratives

Data

Analytics

Reporting

Aggregation

Automation

Really good platform to show 
progress with projects and 
ensure we keep on track. Great 
to see what other trusts are 
doing so that we don't duplicate 
mistakes but can learn what 
went right.

Ann Walker

Interim Head of Midwifery

Life QI has opened my eyes to a 
lot of possibilities for ways of 
bringing up systematic change, 
not only in patient care but also 
to my own life.

Siolbile Moyo

Occupational Therapist

Excellent resource to provide 
focus and guidance on QI 
initiatives.

Helen Mcelroy

Consultant Neonatologist

What our users say

For help and guidance check out help.lifeqisystem.com or contact help@lifeqisystem.com
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Join your colleagues today!

Visit lifeqisystem.com now and sign up to start


